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For i=1, 2, 3, 4, let Qi (n) denote the number of partitions of n into distinct parts
i (mod 4). New weighted identities in three free parameters are established con-
necting Qi (n) with partitions whose parts differ by 4 and such that consecutive
members of the arithmetic progression #i (mod 4) cannot occur as parts. By the
use of suitable quartic transformations, these weighted identities are shown to be
reformulations of a deep partition theorem of Go llnitz. Applications include new
relations for partitions of the Go llnitz-Gordon type, a new proof of Jacobi’s
triple product identity and a remarkable congruence modulo powers of 2 for Q2(n).
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1. INTRODUCTION
For i=1, 2, 3, 4, let Qi (n) denote the number of partitions of n into dis-
tinct parts i (mod 4). Two of these partition functions, namely Q1(n) and
Q3(n), have attracted considerable attention. For instance, there are two
well-known identities due to Go llnitz [11]:
:

n=0
Q1(n) qn=(&q2; q4) (&q3; q4) (&q4; q4)
= :

n=0
qn2+n(&q; q2)n
(q2; q2)n
, (1.1)
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and
:

n=0
Q3(n) qn=(&q; q4) (&q2; q4) (&q4; q4)
= :

n=0
qn2+n(&q&1; q2)n
(q2; q2)n
. (1.2)
Here and in what follows, we have made use of the standard notation
(a)n=(a; q)n= ‘
n&1
j=0
(1&aq j)
for any complex number a and a positive integer n, and
(a)=(a; q)= ‘

j=0
(1&aq j), for |q|<1.
Identities (1.1) and (1.2) are consequences of a classical result due to
Lebesgue and arise in the study of a continued fraction of Ramanujan (see
Alladi and Gordon [7] for a discussion of these relations). The series on
the right in (1.2) is the generating function for partitions into parts differing
by 2 and having no consecutive odd integers as parts. The series in (1.1)
is the generating function for partitions of the type enumerated by (1.2)
with the extra condition that all parts are >1. There are no such simple
series-product identities involving Q2(n) and Q4(n) and for this reason
these two functions have not evinced much interest in the literature.
Our goal here is to establish four new weighted identities in three free
parameters (see Theorem 2 of Section 3, Theorem 4 of Section 4,
Theorem 6 of Section 5 and Theorem 8 of Section 6) connecting Qi (n) with
members of the set Si consisting of partitions with difference 4 between
parts but with strict inequality if a part is #i (mod 4). This is achieved by
studying the effect of four quartic transformations on a generalization of a
deep partition theorem of Go llnitz. Besides providing a uniform treatment
of all four functions Qi (n), this approach has several applications. Special
cases of Theorem 6 of Section 5 dealing with Q2(n) yield Jacobi’s triple
product identity and also imply that for small values of k, the congruence
Q2(n)#0 (mod 2k) (1.3)
holds for almost all n. It turns out that for each k1, the congruence (1.3)
holds for almost all n and a proof of this using modular forms is given by
Gordon in an appendix to this paper. Also, special cases of Theorem 8 of
Section 6 dealing with Q4(n) yield new relations for partitions of the
Go llnitz-Gordon type (see Sections 7 and 8). Ramanujan has given a list
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of forty modular identities using the Rogers-Ramanujan functions and
involving the modulus 5 (see Birch [9]). Not as much is known about
similar identities involving moduli other than 5, but there are the Ph.D.
theses of Bressoud [10] and Robins [15] where certain identities for
moduli other than 5, in particular for the modulus 8, are proved. The iden-
tities established in Sections 7 and 8 are further examples of such relations
involving the modulus 8. (We have come to know that Huang [14] has
recently obtained some modular identies involving the modulus 8.) Thus
from the point of view of special cases and applications of weighted iden-
tities, the much ignored functions Q2(n) and Q4(n) are more interesting
than their well-known counter parts Q1(n) and Q3(n).
In 1967, Go llnitz [11] established one of the deepest partition theorems,
namely
Theorem G. Let C(n) denote the number of partitions of n into distinct
parts #2, 4 or 5 (mod 6).
Let D(n) denote the number of partitions of n in the form m1+
m2+ } } } +m& , where m& {1 or 3 and mi&mi+16 with strict inequality if
mi #0, 1 or 3 (mod 6). Then
C(n)=D(n).
In order to maintain a distinction, we shall refer to Theorem G as
Go llnitz’ (Big) Theorem and identities (1.1) and (1.2) as Go llnitz’ (Little)
Theorems.
Recently Andrews, Gordon and I [6] obtained substantial refinements
and generalizations of Theorem G by proving the following key identity:
:
i, j, k
aib jck :
k=#+=+,
i=:+$+=
j=;+$+,
qTs+T$+T=+T,&1(1&q:(1&q,))
(q): (q); (q)# (q)$ (q)= (q),
=(&aq) (&bq) (&cq) . (1.4)
In (1.4), s=:+;+#+$+=+, and Tm=m(m+1)2, is the m th triangular
number. We show in [6] among other things that a strong refinement of
Theorem G follows from (1.4) by applying the standard transformations
(dilation) q [ q6,
= (1.5)
(translations) a [ aq&4, b [ bq&2, c [ cq&1.
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Among the functions Qi (n), we first discuss Q1(n) by considering the
effect of the first quartic transformation
(dilation) q [ q4,
= (1.6)(translations) a [ aq&2, b [ bq&1, c [ c,
on (1.4). This leads to Theorem 2 of Section 3. Since Q3(n) is very similar,
it is treated next in Section 4 by employing the third quartic transformation
(4.1) which uses the same dilation as in (1.6) but a different set of transla-
tions. After this, the discussions of Q2(n) and Q4(n) are taken up in
Sections 5 and 6 utilizing the second and fourth quartic transformations.
Although all four functions are treated by the same approach, there are
subtle differences in the nature of the weighted identities that it became
necessary to provide separate proofs. In particular, in the case of Q2(n), the
weighted identity connects it to partitions taken from a proper subset of
S2 , namely partitions without any parts #2 (mod 4). This is the reason
why Q2(n) alone has the congruential property (1.3). With regard to Q4(n)
we wish to point out that using Theorem 8 one could derive another key
identity which is a bit simpler than (1.4). This is briefly mentioned in
Section 9 and a more detailed discussion will be done elsewhere.
The theory of partitions is rich in examples of results of the form
C(n)=D(n), where C(n) would enumerate partitions of n whose parts
satisfy certain congruence conditions and D(n) would count partitions of n
whose parts satisfy certain difference conditions (see Andrews [8]).
Theorem G is a fine example of such an identity. Recently we have under-
taken the study of relations among partition functions which are unequal
but where equality is achieved by attaching weights (see [2, 3]). In addi-
tion to lending fresh insight on various classical functions, this approach
has the advantage in showing that certain partition functions neglected in
the classical theory are interesting in the context of weighted identities. For
instance, the sets of partitions Si have not evinced much interest so far
because their generating functions do not admit product representations.
The results proved here show that by attaching suitable weights, the
generating function of the partitions in the sets Si admit nice product
representations.
In the next section we shall describe briefly the principal ideas in [6].
2. THE METHOD OF WEIGHTED WORDS
We assume that the integer 1 occurs in three primary colors a, b and c,
and that integers n2 occur in six colors, namely a, b, c, and three
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secondary colors d=ab, e=ac and f =bc. An integer n occurring in color
a is denoted by the symbol an with similar interpretations for bn , cn ,
dn=abn , en=acn and fn=bcn .
By a word we mean an ordered collection of symbols. For example,
a1 b2 c4c4e1d3 is a word. In order to discuss partitions we need an ordering
on symbols. The ordering we first choose is:
Scheme 1.
a1<b1<c1<d2<e2<a2< f2<b2<c2<d3<e3
<a3< f3<b3<c3< } } } (2.1)
The reason for this choice is that under the standard transformation (1.5),
the symbols become
an [ 6n&4, bn [ 6n&2, cn [ 6n&1, for n1,
dn=abn [ 6n&6, en=acn [ 6n&5, fn=bcn [ 6n&3, (2.2)
for n2,
and so Scheme 1 ordering becomes
2<4<5<6<7<8<9<10<11<12< } } } , (2.3)
the standard ordering among the positive integers. Note that 1 and 3 are
missing from the list (2.3). In the context of Theorem 1 below, this will
explain why 1 and 3 do not occur as parts in the partitions counted by
D(n) in Theorem G.
A partition is a word whose symbols are decreasing according to some
order, like Scheme 1. Thus ?: c4c4d4 a3 e3b2 is a partition. We also repre-
sent a partition additively as ?: c4+c4+d4+a3+e3+b2 . By _(?)=n we
mean that the sum of the subscripts of ? is n. In this example, _(?)=20.
Thus we think of n as being partitioned in terms of the colored integers.
Also by &a(?) we mean the number of a-parts of ? with similar interpreta-
tions for &b(?), &c(?), ..., &f (?). The usefulness of the method of weighted
words is because the letters a, b, c, d, e and f play a dual roleon the one
hand they represent colors, on the other, they are free parameters.
For reasons which will soon become clear, we need to consider the full
list of symbols:
e
 1
<a1<f

1<b1<c1<d2<e2<a2< f2<b2<c2<d3<e3
<a3< f3<b3<c3< } } } , (2.4)
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where e
 1
and f

1 are underlined in (2.4) to indicated that they do not occur
in Scheme 1 and so will never occur as parts in the partitions under discus-
sion. We have omitted writing d
 1
in (2.4), because under the standard
transformations, d
 1
=0. Now let xm denote the symbol occupying position
m in (2.4). That is x1=e 1
, x2=a1 , and so on. By a Type-1 partition we
mean a partition xm1+xm2+ } } } , where the xml are symbols of Scheme 1
such that
ml&ml+16 with strict inequality if xml is of secondary color. (2.5)
We call (2.5) as the standard gap conditions. The main result of [6] is:
Theorem 1. Let C(n; i, j, k) denote the number of vector partitions
(?1 ; ?2 ; ?3) of n such that ?1 has i distinct a-parts, ?2 has j distinct b-parts
and ?3 has k distinct c-parts.
Let D(n; :, ;, #, $, =, ,) denote the number of Type-1 partitions ? of n such
that &a(?)=:, &b(?)=;, ..., &f (?)=,.
Then
C(n; i, j, k)= :
k=#+=+,
i=:+$+=
j=;+$+,
D(n; :, ;, #, $, =, ,).
Under the standard transformations (1.5), Theorem 1 yields a three
parameter refinement of Theorem G.
It is clear that
:
i, j, k, n
aib jckC(n; i, j, k) qn= :
i, j, k
aib jckqTi+Tj+Tk
(q) i (q) j (q)k
=(&aq) (&bq) (&cq) . (2.6)
In [6] we show that
:
n
D(n; :, ;, #, $, =, ,) qn=
qTs+T$+T$+T,&1(1&q:(1&q,))
(q): (q); (q)# (q)$ (q)= (q),
. (2.7)
Theorem 1 is a combinatorial consequence of (2.6) and the key identity
(1.4) which is very deep because its proof requires not only Watson’s
q-analog of Whipple’s transformation but also the 66 summation of Bailey
(see [6]).
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The combinatorial interpretation for the left side of (1.4) that has been
given above is that it is the generating function for Type 1 partitions
defined by (2.5) with the ordering provided by (2.1). Other combinatorial
interpretations are possible by considering different orderings (see [6]).
For our purpose, one other ordering, namely Scheme 2 below, will be
relevant:
Scheme 2.
a1<b1<d2<c1<e2<a2< f2<b2<d3<c2< } } } (2.8)
Under the standard transformations, the ordering (2.8) becomes
2<4<6<5<7<8<9<10<12<11< } } } ,
which is not the standard ordering among the integers.
In order to define Type 2 partitions, it is convenient to consider the full
list of symbols in Scheme 2, namely,
e
 1
<a1<f

1<b1<d2<c1<e2<a2< f2<b2<d3<c2< } } } (2.9)
Once again, e
 1
and f

1 are underlined to indicate that they are absent in
(2.8). Now let xm=x (2)m denote the symbol occupying position m in (2.9).
Then Type 2 partitions ? are those of the form x (2)m1 +x
(2)
m2
+ } } } such that
the xml=x
(2)
ml
satisfy the standard gap conditions (2.5).
Next, let D2(n; :, ;, #, $, =, ,) denote the number of Type 2 partitions ?
of n such that &a(?)=:, &b(?)=;, ..., &f (?)=,. In [6] it was shown com-
binatorially that
D(n; :, ;, #, $, =, ,)=D2(n; :, ;, #, $, =, ,). (2.10)
Thus in Theorem 1, the function D could be replaced by D2 .
In the next section we will study the effect of the first quartic transforma-
tion (1.6) on Theorem 1.
3. THE FIRST QUARTIC TRANSFORMATION
Under the effect of (1.6), the product in (1.4) becomes
(&aq2; q4) (&bq3; q4) (&cq4; q4) . (3.1)
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Also the symbols are converted to
an [ 4n&2, bn [ 4n&1, cn [ 4n, for n1,
dn=abn [ 4n&3, en=acn [ 4n&2, fn=bcn [ 4n&1,= (3.2)for n2,
and so Scheme 1 ordering translates to
2a<3b<4c<5ab<6ac<6a<7bc<7b<8c<9ab<10ac<10a
<11bc<11b<12c< } } } (3.3)
Note that in (3.3) we have changed our convention and indicated the color
of a part by its subscript. In view of (3.3), the conditions for Type-1 parti-
tions m1+m2+ } } } +m& given by (2.5) translate to the following: We must
have mi&mi+14 for 1i&&1, and m&2. Also, if mi #0 (mod 4), it
must have color (weight) c. Similarly, if mi #1 (mod 4) it must have
secondary color ab. This means mi&mi+1>4 if mi #mi+1 #1 (mod 4).
Since integers #3 (mod 4) and >3 in (3.3) occur in colors b and bc with
the secondary color occuring first, this means that given a part
mi #3 (mod 4), it can be assigned colors b or bc if mi&mi+1>4, but it can
only be assigned color b if mi&mi+14. In making this statement we have
made use of the convention that m&+1=&1 which we adopt throughout
this paper. Similarly, if mi #1 (mod 4), then mi can be assigned colors a or
ac if mi&mi+1>4, but it can only be assigned color a if mi&mi+14. So
given a partition ?~ # S1 , its weight w1(?~ ) as well the weight w1(mi) of its
parts mi must be computed according to (3.4) and the Table for w1 in order
to account for all Type-1 partitions. If the gap does not influence the
weight, this is indicated by a blank.
Table for w1
Congruence Gap Weight w1(mi)
mi #0 (mod 4) c
mi #1 (mod 4) mi&mi+14 0
mi #1 (mod 4) mi&mi+1>4 ab
mi #2 (mod 4) mi&mi+14 a
mi #2 (mod 4) mi&mi+1>4 a+ac
mi #3 (mod 4) mi&mi+14 b
mi #3 (mod 4) mi&mi+1>4 b+bc
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The weight w1(?~ ) of the partition ?~ is defined multiplicatively as
w1(?~ )= ‘
&
i=1
w1(mi). (3.4)
Then Theorem 1 translates to
Theorem 2.
:
_(?)=n
? # D1
a&2(?)b&3(?)c&4(?)= :
_(?~ )=n
?~ # S1
w1(?~ ).
In Theorem 2 and in the sequel, Di denotes the set of all partitions into
distinct parts i (mod 4) and &i (?), the number of parts of ? which are
#i (mod 4).
Taking a=b=c=1 in Theorem 2 we get
Theorem 3. Let S1(n; k) denote the number of partitions ?~ : m1+m2+
} } } +m& of n with ?~ # S1 , m&2, such that there are precisely k gaps
mi&mi+1>4 with the condition mi=2 or 3 (mod 4). Then
Q1(n)=:
k
S1(n; k) 2k.
Remark. It is to be noted that Theorem 2 and Theorems 4, 6 and 8 to
be proved in the sequel are all equivalent to a three parameter refinement
of Theorem G but that their special cases, namely, Theorems 3, 5, 7 and 9
are not equivalent to Theorem G in the unrefined form.
4. THE THIRD QUARTIC TRANSFORMATION
Consider the third quartic transformation
(dilation) q [ q4,
= (4.1)(translations) a [ aq&3, b [ bq&2, c [ c.
This converts the product in (1.4) to
(&aq; q4) (&bq2; q4) (&cq4; q4) . (4.2)
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It turns out that Scheme 2 is more convenient here that Scheme 1. More
precisely, the symbols get converted to
an [ 4n&3, bn [ 4n&2, cn [ 4n, for n1,
dn=abn [ 4n&5, en=acn [ 4n&3, fn=bcn [ 4n&2, (4.3)
for n2,
and so Scheme 2 becomes
1a<2b<3ab<4c<5ac<5a<6bc<6b<7ab<8c<9ac<9a<10bc
<10b<11ab<12c< } } } (4.4)
If we had used Scheme 1, the inequality 3ab<4c would have been reversed,
as would 7ab<8c , .... The convenient thing about (4.4) is that the integers
are in increasing order. Also, integers #1 or 2 (mod 4) which are 4 occur
in two colors, one primary and one secondary, with the secondary color
occurring first. So the weights in the Table below are very similar to the
Table for w1. In this case, parts #3 (mod 4) differ by >4 because they occur
only in secondary color. Thus, consider a partition ?~ : m1+m2+ } } } +m& ,
?~ # S3 . The weights w3(mi) are described below.
Define the weight w3(?~ ) multiplicatively by
w3(?~ )= ‘
&
i=1
w3(mi).
Then, Theorem 1 corresponds to
Theorem 4.
:
_(?)=n
? # D3
a&1(?)b&2(?)c&4(?)= :
_(?~ )=n
?~ # S3
w3(?~ ).
Taking a=b=c=1 in Theorem 4 we get
Theorem 5. Let S3(n; k) denote the number of partitions ?~ of n in the
form m1+m2+ } } } +m& , with ?~ # S3 , such that there are precisely k gaps
mi&mi+1>4 with mi #1 or 2 (mod 4). Then
Q3(n)=:
k
S3(n; k) 2k.
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Table for w3
Congruence Gap Weight w3(mi)
mi #0 (mod 4) c
mi #3 (mod 4) mi&mi+14 0
mi #3 (mod 4) mi&mi+1>4 ab
mi #2 (mod 4) mi&mi+14 b
mi #2 (mod 4) mi&mi+1>4 b+bc
mi #1 (mod 4) mi&mi+14 a
mi #1 (mod 4) mi&mi+1>4 a+ac
Remark. Observe that by interchanging a and b in this table we get a
table which would correspond to the Table for w1 with the conditions
on the 1 and 3 (mod 4) parts interchanged. Thus it is possible to combine
Theorems 2 and 4 into a single theorem by starting with the product
(&bq; q4) (&aq2; q4) (&cq4; q4)
instead of (4.2). But then the ordering on the integers would not be as con-
venient as (4.4) and we would be forced to consider other schemes. In
order to avoid this complication we decided to use the product (4.2) and
treat Q3(n) separately.
5. THE SECOND QUARTIC TRANSFORMATION
The second quartic transformation is defined by
(dilation) q [ q4,
= (5.1)(translations) a [ aq&3, b [ bq&1, c [ c.
This converts the product in (1.4) to
(&aq; q4) (&bq3; q4) (&cq4; q4) . (5.2)
In this case also Scheme 2 ordering is more convenient. That is, under the
influence of (5.1), the symbols become
an [ 4n&3, bn [ 4n&1, cn [ 4n, for n1,
dn=abn [ 4n&4, en=acn [ 4n&3, fn=bcn [ 4n&1,= (5.3)for n2,
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and so Scheme 2 becomes
1a<3b<4ab<4c<5ac<5a<7bc<7b<8ab<8c<9ac<9a< } } } (5.4)
The main difference to be noted in (5.4) is that integers #2 (mod 4) do not
occur. This absence is compensated by the fact that integers 4 in the
remaining three residue classes modulo 4 occur in two colors, one primary
and one secondary, with the secondary color occuring first. This combined
with the fact that the integers in (5.4) are in increasing order is a great con-
venience.
Now consider a partition ?~ # S2 in the form ?~ : m1+m2+ } } } +m& . The
table below shows how the weights w2(mi) are determined. The condition
that parts #2 (mod 4) do not occur is equivalent to setting the weight of
such parts equal to zero.
As usual, the weight w2(?~ ) of the partition ?~ is defined multiplicatively
by
w2(?~ )= ‘
&
i=1
w2(mi). (5.5)
With this definition of weights Theorem 1 becomes
Theorem 6.
:
_(?)=n
? # D2
a&1(?)b&3(?)c&4(?)= :
_(?~ )=n
?~ # S2
w2(?~ ).
Taking a=b=c=1 in Theorem 6 yields
Table for w2
Congruence Gap Weight w2(mi)
mi #2 (mod 4) 0
mi #1 (mod 4) mi&mi+14 a
mi #1 (mod 4) mi&mi+1>4 a+ac
mi #3 (mod 4) mi&mi+14 b
mi #3 (mod 4) mi&mi+1>4 b+bc
mi #0 (mod 4) mi&mi+14 c
mi #0 (mod 4) mi&mi+1>4 c+ab
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Theorem 7. Let S2(n; k) denote the number of partitions ?~ of n in the form
m1+m2+ } } } +m& such that mi 2 (mod 4) for any i, and mi&mi+14
for 1i<& with precisely k gaps mi&mi+1>4 for 1i&. Then
Q2(n)=:
k
S2(n; k) 2k.
Jacobi’s triple product identity falls out as a special case of Theorem 6.
For this take c=&1, and ab=1. Therefore
a+ac=b+bc=c+ab=0.
This means that in the partition ?~ there are no gaps >4 with the conven-
tion m&+1=&1. Since parts #2 (mod 4) are totally excluded from ?~ , there
are only two cases to consider:
Case 1. m&=1 and mi&mi+1=4, for 1i<&.
In this case
?~ : 1+5+9+ } } } +4v&3=2v2&v
is a partition of the number 2v2&v. This partition has weight av.
Case 2. m&=3 and mi&mi+1=4, for 1i<&.
In this case
?~ : 3+7+11+ } } } +4v&1=2v2+v
is a partition of 2v2+v with w2(?~ )=bv=a&v.
Thus the discussion of Cases 1 and 2 yields
:
n \ :
_(?~ )=n
?~ # S2
w2(?~ )+ qn= :

v=&
avq2v2&v. (5.6)
On the other hand, choosing c=&1 and ab=1 converts the product in
(5.2) to
(&aq; q4) (&a&1q3; q4) (q4; q4) . (5.7)
Thus (5.6) and (5.7) yield
(&aq; q4) (&a&1q3; q4) (q4; q4)= :

v=&
avq2v2&v (5.8)
which is equivalent to Jacobi’s triple product identity.
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Theorem 7 suggests that for every k1 the congruence
Q2(n)#0 (mod 2k) (5.9)
holds for almost all n. A proof of this remarkable fact using modular forms
is given by Gordon in the appendix. Theorem 7 can be used to show com-
binatorially for small values of k the congruence (5.9) holds for almost all
n (see [4]). For instance with k=1, let us see when Q2(n) is odd. From
Theorem 7 it follows that Q2(n) is odd if and only if S2(n; 0) is odd. In
order for S2(n; 0) to make a contribution, we see from Cases 1 and 2 dis-
cussed above that n must be of the form 2&2\&, yielding S2(n; 0)=1. Thus
Q2(n)#1 (mod 2) iff n=2&2\&.
Next, to decide when Q2(n)0 (mod 4) we need to see when S2(n; 1) is
odd. Utilizing the fact that for i=1, 3, the number of divisors of n that are
#i (mod 4) is almost always even, it can be shown that
Q2(n)0 (mod 4) O n=(2&\&)+l .v2, (5.10)
where l is of a certain special type. From (5.10) it would follow that Q2(n)
is almost always a multiple of 4. Such combinatorial arguments can be
pushed a bit further but they eventually seem to break down. So it is best
to treat (5.9) via the theory of modular forms as shown by Gordon in the
Appendix.
In a recent paper [3] I studied the effect of the cubic transformation
(dilation) q [ q3,
= (5.11)(translations) a [ aq&2, b [ bq&1, c [ c.
on (1.4). This led to two weighted identities, one on three free parameters
(Theorem 2 of [3]) and the other, the special case a=b=c=1
(Theorem 5 of [3]) connecting partitions into distinct parts and partitions
whose parts differ by 3. These weighted identities are similar to
Theorems 6 and 7. In particular, the special case c=&1, ab=1 of
Theorem 2 of [3] yielded Jacobi’s triple product identity. Also, Theorem 5
of [3] is related to the result that for each k1,
Q(n)#0 (mod 2k) (5.12)
is valid for almost all n. Here Q(n) is the number of partitions of n into dis-
tinct parts. A proof of the validity of (5.12) for almost all n has been given
by Gordon and Ono [13] using modular forms. The proof of (5.9) given
by Gordon in the Appendix uses similar methods.
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6. THE FOURTH QUARTIC TRANSFORMATION
The fourth quartic transformation is
(dilation) q [ q4,
= (6.1)(translations) a [ aq&3, b [ bq&2, c [ cq&1,
and this converts the product in (1.4) to
(&aq; q4) (&bq2; q4) (&cq3; q4) . (6.2)
Under the influence of (6.1), the symbols become
an [ 4n&3, bn [ 4n&2, cn [ 4n&1, for n1,
dn=abn [ 4n&5, en=acn [ 4n&4, fn=bcn [ 4n&3, = (6.3)for n2,
and so Scheme 1 becomes
1a<2b<3c<3ab<4ac<5a<5bc<6b<7c<7ab
<8ac<9a<9bc< } } } (6.4)
The main thing to note about (6.4) is that each even integer occurs only
in one color, those #2 (mod 4) are in color b, while those #0 (mod 4) are
in secondary color ac. In contrast every odd integer >4 occurs in two
colors, one primary and one secondary, the main difference here being that
the primary color occurs first. We now show how this interesting balance
of colors leads to Theorem 8 below.
In view of the proceeding observations, Type 1 partitions are determined
by the following properties:
(i) The difference between parts is 4 and no consecutive multiples
of 4 can occur as parts because multiples of 4 are in secondary color ac.
(ii) If two odd parts differ by 4, then the smaller part is of primary
color.
Now consider a partition ?~ # S4 into (uncolored) parts differing by 4
and having no consecutive multiples of 4 as parts. Colors could be attached
to ?~ in various ways to generate Type 1 partitions. First all parts of ?~ which
are #2 (mod 4) must have color (weight) b, while those #0 (mod 4) must
have color (weight) ac.
Next consider a (maximal) chain of odd parts of ?~ which differ by
exactly 4. We call such a chain a trivial chain if it consists of the part 1 by
itself. Otherwise we call this a non-trivial chain. Clearly the color (weight)
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of a trivial chain is a. If a non-trivial chain has all parts #1 (mod 4), then
by condition (ii) above, all parts of this chain except the largest must be
assigned color (weight) a. The largest part of this chain could be assigned
colors a or bc and so its weight will be a+bc. Similarly, given a chain of
parts all #3 (mod 4), then the weight of each part other than the largest
is c; the largest part of this chain would have weight c+ab.
Having made these observations, we see that there is a more convenient
way to describe the weight of each part of ?~ . For this write ?~ : m1+
m2+ } } } +m& and adopt the convention m0=. In (6.4), because the
primary color occurs first for odd parts >1, it turns out in the table below
that the weight of a part mi is determined by the gap above it in contrast
to the earlier tables where the weight of a part is determined by the gap
below it.
Now define the weight w4(?~ ) of the partition ?~ multiplicatively by
w4(?~ )= ‘
&
i=1
w4(mi). (6.5)
We then have
Theorem 8.
:
_(?)=n
? # D4
a&1(?)b&2(?)c&3(?)= :
_(?~ )=n
?~ # S4
w4(?~ ).
Taking a=b=c=1 in Theorem 8 we get
Theorem 9. Let S4(n; k) denote the number of partitions ?~ of n with
?~ # S4 such that ?~ has exactly k non-trivial chains of odd parts. Then
Q4(n)=:
k
S4(n; k) 2k.
Remarks. (i) It is worth noting that in discussing the functions Q1(n)
and Q4(n) we used Scheme 1, whereas we employed Scheme 2 to discuss
Q2(n) and Q3(n).
(ii) The function Q4(n) has another interesting interpretation,
namely, it is the number of partitions of n into odd parts which repeat less
than four times. Indeed
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Table for w4
Congruence Gap Weight w4(mi)
mi #1 (mod 4) mi&1&mi=4 a
mi #1 (mod 4) mi&1&mi>4 a+bc
mi #2 (mod 4) b
mi #3 (mod 4) mi&1&mi=4 c
mi #3 (mod 4) mi&1&mi>4 c+ab
mi #0 (mod 4) mi&1&mi=4 0
mi #0 (mod 4) mi&1&mi>4 ac
F4(q)= :

n=0
Q4(n) qn=(&q; q4) (&q2; q4) (&q3; q4)
= ‘

j=1
(1+q2 j&1)(1+q4 j&2)
= ‘

j=1
(1+q2 j&1+q4 j&2+q6 j&3)
yielding the second interpretation.
(iii) The generating functions F2(q) of Q2(n) and F4(q) of Q4(n) are
related via the equation
F2(q) F4(&q)=1. (6.6)
Indeed,
F2(q)= :

n=0
Q2(n) qn=(&q; q4) (&q3; q4) (&q4; q4)
=
(&q)
(&q2; q4)
=
1
(q; q2) (&q2; q4)
=
1
F4(&q)
.
Equation (6.6) is equivalent to the identity
:
n
k=0
(&1)k Q2(k) Q4(n&k)={1, if n=0,0, if n>0.
In the next two sections we will discuss various special cases of Theorem 8.
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7. THE GO LLNITZ-GORDON IDENTITIES
In [11], Go llnitz also discussed the following two identities in connec-
tion with the study of a certain continued fraction:
G(q)= :

n=0
qn2(&q; q2)n
(q2; q2)n
=
1
(q; q8) (q4; q8) (q7; q8)
, (7.1)
and
H(q)= :

n=0
qn2+2n(&q; q2)n
(q2; q2)n
=
1
(q3; q8) (q4; q8) (q5; q8)
. (7.2)
The significance of these identities in connection with the same continued
fraction was also realized simultaneously and independently by Gordon
[12]. Hence we will refer to (7.1) and (7.2) as the Go llnitz-Gordon iden-
tities.
Identities (7.1) and (7.2) are the perfect analogues to the modulus 8 for
what the Rogers-Ramanujan identities are to the modulus 5. Clearly the
products on the right in (7.1) and (7.2) are the generating functions for
partitions into parts #\i or 4 (mod 8), for i=1, 3. The interpretation for
the series G(q) on the left in (7.1) is that it is the generating function of par-
titions into parts which differ by 2 and such that consecutive even
integers cannot occur as parts. Similarly, the series H(q) in (7.2) is the
generating function of partitions of the type enumerated by G(q) with the
extra condition that all parts are 3.
The series on the right in (1.1) and (1.2) bear striking similarity to the series
G(q) and H(q) above. The products in (1.1) and (1.2), namely the generating
functions of Q1(n) and Q3(n), can be written in terms of the modulus 8 to
make them look similar to the products in (7.1) and (7.2). That is,
(&q2; q4) (&q3; q4) (&q4; q4)=
1
(q2; q8) (q3; q8) (q7; q8)
,
and
(&q; q4) (&q2; q4) (&q4; q4)=
1
(q; q8) (q5; q8)(q6; q8)
.
We now show how G(q) and H(q) are related to special cases of
Theorem 8.
Consider the choices
a=c=1, b=&1
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in Theorem 8. Therefore
a+bc=c+ab=0.
This means we are considering partitions ?~ # S4 having no non-trivial
chains of odd parts. Such partitions could have at most one odd part,
namely 1, in isolation. If 1 occurs as a part, it is counted with weight 1. All
parts of ?~ which are #0 (mod 4) are counted with weight 1 whereas the
parts #2 (mod 4) are counted with weight &1. Thus we have two cases.
Case 1. ?~ does not have 1 as a part.
So all parts of ?~ are even and the parts differ by 4. Also, consecutive
multiples of 4 cannot occur as parts of ?~ . Thus ?~ is a partition of the type
enumerated by G(q) but magnified by a factor or 2. But the parts of ?~
which are #2 (mod 4) are counted with weight &1. Hence the generating
function of partitions in Case 1 is G(&q2).
Case 2. ?~ has 1 as a part.
Since the difference between parts is 4, this means that all other parts
of ?~ are 6 because they are even. Again consecutive multiples of 4 cannot
occur as parts of ?~ . Thus the even parts of ?~ form a partition of the type
enumerated by H(q) but magnified by a factor of 2. Since the parts of ?~
which are #2 (mod 4) are counted with weight &1, we see that the
generating function of partitions in Case 2 is qH(&q2).
Thus taking a=c=1 and b=&1 in (6.2) we see from Cases 1 and 2 that
the Go llnitz-Gordon generating functions are connected by the modular
relation
G(&q2)+qH(&q2)=(&q; q4) (q2; q4) (&q3; q4) (7.3)
In other words, G(&q2) and qH(&q2) are the even and odd parts of the
product in (7.3). The decomposition in (7.3) into odd and even functions
is equivalent to the decomposition
(q2; q2) 1(q2)&q(q2; q2) 2(q2)=(q) (7.4)
that I had used earlier [1] in the process of giving a new and simple proof
the Go llnitz-Gordon identities. In (7.4) the functions 1 and 2 are given
by
1(q)= :

n=0
q2n2
(q)2n
, (7.5)
and
2(q)= :

n=0
q2n2+2n
(q)2n+1
. (7.6)
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To see the equivalence of (7.3) and (7.4), first rewrite the product in (7.3)
as
(&q; &q)
(q4; q4)
and utilize the relations
1(q)=
G(&q)
(q; q2)
=G(&q)(&q) ,
and
2(q)=
H(&q)
(q; q2)
=H(&q)(&q) ,
established in [1]. Our interest here has been to show that the Go llnitz-
Gordon functions are linked to a special case of a reformulation of
Go llnitz’ (Big) Theorem. We conclude this section by recasting (7.3) in the
form
G(&q2)=
(&q; q4) (q2; q4) (&q3; q4)+(q; q4) (q2; q4) (q3; q4)
2
(7.7)
and
H(&q2)=
(&q; q4) (q2; q4) (&q3; q4)&(q; q4) (q2; q4) (q3; q4)
2q
(7.8)
In the next section we will derive two new but very similar identities by
using other special cases in Theorem 8.
8. THE TWISTED GO LLNITZ-GORDON IDENTITIES
Consider the choices
a=b=1, c=&1 (8.1)
in Theorem 8. Once again
a+bc=c+ab=0
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and so the partition ?~ in S4 cannot have any non-trivial chains. Thus ?~ can
have at most one odd part, namely 1, in isolation. In this case, the parts
of ?~ which are #0 (mod 4) are counted with weight ac=&1 whereas the
parts #2 (mod 4) are counted with weight b=1. Once again, we have two
cases.
Case 1. ?~ does not have 1 as a part.
As in Case 1 of Section 7, ?~ is a partition of the type enumerated by
G(q), but magnified by a factor of 2. At this point we observe that
bnqn2(&cq; q2)n
(q2; q2)n
(8.2)
is the generating function of partitions into exactly n parts differing by 2
and having no consecutive even integers as parts, such that the odd parts
are counted with weight b and the even parts with weight bc. In view of
(8.1) we see that the generating function of partitions in Case 1 is
Gt(q2)= :

n=0
q2n2(q2; q4)n
(q4; q4)n
. (8.3)
Case 2. ?~ has 1 as a part.
As in Case 2 of Section 7, ?~ is a partition of the type enumerated by
H(q) but magnified by a factor 2. Analysis similar to (8.2) above shows
that the generating function of partitions in Case 2 is
qHt(q2)=q :

n=0
q2n2+4n(q2; q4)n
(q4; q4)n
. (8.4)
We call Gt(q) and Ht(q) as the twisted Go llnitz-Gordon functions. Now
making the choices (8.1) in (6.2) we see from Cases 1 and 2 above, that the
twisted Go llnitz-Gordon functions are connected via the relation
Gt(q2)+qHt(q2)=(&q; q4) (&q2; q4) (q3; q4) . (8.5)
In other words Gt(q2) and qHt(q2) are the even and odd parts of the
product in (8.5). This is a new relation and is to be compared to (7.3).
Identity (8.5) could be recast in the equivalent form
Gt(q2)=
(&q; q4) (&q2; q4) (q3; q4)+(q; q4) (&q2; q4) (&q3; q4)
2
(8.6)
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and
Ht(q2)=
(&q; q4) (&q2; q4) (q3; q4)&(q; q4) (&q2; q4) (&q3; q4)
2q
(8.7)
These are to be compared to (7.7) and (7.8). In the absence of a product
representation for Gt(q) and Ht(q), we have obtained (8.6) and (8.7).
9. A QUARTIC KEY IDENTITITY
By means of a further combinatorial study, I showed recently that
Theorem 8 is equivalent to the new key identity
:
i, j, k, l
ai+lb jck+lqTi+j+k+l+Tl \&bca + i \
&abq
c +k
(q) i (q) j (q)k (q) l
\1+bca q2i&1+
\1+bca qi&1+
=(&aq) (&bq) (&cq) (9.1)
under the effect of the fourth quartic transformation (6.1). Subsequently,
George Andrews has provided a purely q-series proof of (9.1) by appeal to
Jackson’s q-analog of Dougall’s summation. Andrews’ proof shows that
(9.1) is simpler than (1.4) but still quite deep. In a subsequent joint paper
[5], the combinatorial equivalence of (9.1) and Theorem 8 as well as the
q-series proof of (9.1) will be given.
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APPENDIX
Basil Gordon-
Theorem A1. For any fixed positive integer :, the congruence
Q2(n)#0 (mod 2:) holds for all n not in a set S: of arithmetic density 0.
Expressed less formally, this says that Q2(n) is almost always divisible by
any given power of 2.
As a first step towards the proof of Theorem A1 we determine the
generating function
F2(x) := :

n=0
Q2(n) xn
of Q2(n). This involves manipulations with infinite series and products
which are easily justified by the fact that they converge absolutely for
|x|<1. Let
E(x) := ‘

m=1
(1&xm)
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be the Euler product, and put
F(x)=
E(x2)
E(x)
= ‘

m=1
(1&x2m)
(1&xm)
= ‘

m=1
(1+xm).
Now
F2(x)= ‘

m=1
m2(4)
(1+xm)= ‘
+
m=1
(1+xm)
(1+x2m)
(1+x4m)
=
F(x) F(x4)
F(x2)
=
E(x2)2 E(x8)
E(x) E(x4)2
. (1)
To shift from this to modular forms, we introduce the Dedekind ’-function
’({) :=e?i{12 ‘

m=1
(1&e2?im{),
which is holomorphic in the upper half-plane H=[{: Im({)>0]. Putting
x=e2?i{, we have
’({)=x124 ‘

m=1
(1&xm)=x124E(x), (2)
(where x124 is real and positive for real positive x, that is for pure
imaginary { # H). From (1) and (2) we get
F2(x)=
(x124’(2{))2 (x&13’(8{))
(x&124’({))(x&16’(4{))2
=x&18
’(2{)2 ’(8{)
’({) ’(4{)2
.
To avoid fractional powers of x, we replace { by 8{ in this equation; this
replaces x=e2?i{ by x8. The result is
G(x) :=xF2(x8)=
’(16{)2 ’(64{)
’(8{) ’(32{)2
=: g({) (3)
This equation is to be interpreted as saying that G(x) is the Fourier series
at {=i of the function g({). We have G(x)=n=1 gnx
n, where
gn=Q2(m) if n=8m+1 and gn=0 otherwise. Theorem A1 is clearly equiv-
alent to the following:
Theorem A2. For any fixed positive integer :, the congruence gn #0
(mod 2:) holds for all n not in a set T: of arithmetic density 0.
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It is in this more convenient form that we will carry out the proof of
Theorem A1.
Next, let N be a positive integer. An ’-product is a function of the form
f ({)= ‘
$ | N
’(${)r$, (4)
where $ runs through the positive divisors of N, and the r$ are integers
(positive, negative or zero). Clearly any product >$ # S ’({)r$ where S is a
finite set of positive integers can be put in this form by letting N be a com-
mon multiple of all $ # S. However, (4) is an especially convenient way of
writing an ’-product, as is shown by the following:
Proposition A1. Suppose that
(i) :
$ | N
$r$ #0 (mod 24)
(ii) :
$ | N
N
$
r$ #0 (mod 24)
(iii) k :=
1
2
:
$ | N
r$ is an integer.
Then the ’-product f ({)=$ | N ’(${)r$ is a modular form on 10(N) with
weight k and Nebentypus character /=( (&1)
k D
} ) (Kronecker symbol ), where
D=>$ | N $r$.
Special cases of this proposition were obtained by Newman [3] and
Ligozat [2]. Their methods of proof easily extend to the general case given
in [1].
We will apply Proposition A1 to the function
fk({)= g({) h({)k, (5)
where g({) is the function defined in equation (3), and
h({)=
’(8{)2 ’(32{)2
’(16{) ’(64{)
,
Finally, k is an integer to be suitably chosen later on. Thus N is a multiple
of 64, while r8=&1+2k, r16=2&k, r32=&2+2k, r64=1&k and r$=0
for all other $. Choosing N=512, we find that
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(i) :
$ | N
$r$ =8(&1+2k)+16(2&k)+32(&2+2k)+64(1&k)=24,
(ii) :
$ | N
N
$
r$=64(&1+2k)+32(2&k)+16(&2+2k)+8(1&k)
=&24+120k,
(iii)
1
2
:
$ | N
r$=
1
2
[(&1+2k)+(2&k)+(&2+2k)+(1&k)]=k.
Thus the conditions of Proposition A1 are satisfied; we see moreover that
k is the weight of the modular form fk({). Since
D= ‘
$ | N
$r$=8(&1+2k)162&k32(&2+2k)641&k=2 } 64k,
we have /=( 2 } 64
k
} )=(
2
} ).
If f is a meromorphic function or form on a Riemann surface X, and P
is a point of X, let ordp f denote the order of the zero of f at P, measured
in terms of a local uniformizing parameter. Thus ordp f<0 means that f
has a pole at P, while ordp f =0 means that f is regular at P and f (P){0.
We need to know the orders of the form fk({) at the cusps of the Riemann
surface X0(512). Recall that every cusp of X0(N) is equivalent to one of the
form cd, where d divides N. The required information is provided by the
following proposition (see [1]):
Proposition A2. Let f ({)=>$ | N ’(${)#$ be an ’-product satisfying the
conditions of Proposition A1. Let P=cd, where d | N, be a cusp of X0(N).
Then ordp f ({) depends only on the denominator d, and is given by
ordp f ({)=
N
24d \d, Nd +
:
$ | N
(d, $)2
$
r$ .
We apply this proposition to the form (5) on X0(512). The cusps are of
the form P=c2*, where 0*9. A straightforward calculation shows
that
ordp fk({)={
&1+5k,
1+k,
&1+3k,
1
if 0*3,
if *=4,
if *=5,
if 6*9.
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In particular, fk({) is a cusp form (i.e. it is holomorphic in H and
vanishes at all the cusps of X0(512)) if k1.
The Fourier series of fk({) at {=i is
F*k (x)=G(x) H(x)k= :

n=0
c(k, n) xn,
say, where G(x)=n=1 gn x
n and H(x)=n=0 hnx
n are the Fourier series
of g({) and h({) respectively. Since fk({) is a cusp form on 10(512) for
k1, it follows from a theorem of Serre [4] that for each fixed k1 and
integer modulus M, we have
c(k, n)#0 (mod M)
for all n not in a set of arithmetic density 0.
If A(x)=n=0 an x
n and B(x)=n=0 bnx
n are two power series, we
write A(x)#B(x) (mod M) to mean that an #bn(mod M) for all n. Since
(1&xm)2=1&2xm+x2m#1&x2m (mod 2),
we have
’({)2
’(2{)
= ‘

m=1
(1&xm)2
(1&x2m)
#1 (mod 2).
(Alternatively, one can deduce this from Jacobi’s formula
’({)2
’(2{)
=1+2 :

n=1
(&1)n xn2,
but the above method is of more general applicability.) Hence the Fourier
series H(x) of
h({)=
’(8{)2
’(16{)
’(32{)2
’(64{)
satisfies H(x)#1 (mod 2). In other words H(x)=1+2J1(x), where J1(x)
has integer coefficients. Squaring both sides repeatedly, we obtain
H(x)2=1+4J1(x)+4J1(x)2=1+4J2(x),
H(x)4=1+8J2(x)+16J2(x)2=1+8J3(x),
} } }
H(x)2:&1)=1+2:J:(x)
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for all integers :>0, where the power series J:(x) have integer coefficients.
Thus
H(x)2:&1#1 (mod 2:),
which implies that
G(x) H(x)2:&1#G(x) (mod 2:). (6)
In terms of the coefficients c(2:&1, n) and gn of the two sides of (6), this
means that
c(2:&1, n)#gn (mod 2:)
Since c(2:&1, n)#0 (mod 2:) for all n not in a set T: of arithmetic density
0, it follows that
gn #0 (mod 2:)
for all n not in T: . This proves Theorem A2 and hence Theorem A1.
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